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Abstract. This paper reorganizes and further develops ihe theory of partial meet contraction which was 
introduced in a classic paper by Alchourron. Gardenfors. and Makinson. Our purpose is threefold. First, 
we put the theory in a broader perspective by decomposing it into two layers which can respectively be 
treated by the general theory of choice and preference and elementary model theory. Second, we reprove 
the two main representation theorems of A G M and present two more representation results for the finite 
case that "lie between" the former, thereby partially answering an open question of A G M . Our method 
of proof is uniform insofar as it uses only one form of "revealed preference", and it explains where and 
why the finiteness assumption is needed. Third, as an application, we explore the logic characterizing 
theory contractions in the finite case which are governed by the structure of simple and prioritized belief 
bases. 
§1. Introduction. The theory of partial meet contract ion and revision was de-
veloped by A lchou r ron , Gardenfors, and M a k i n s o n (henceforth, " A G M " ) in a 
paper [1] published in this journa l in 1985. That paper is the by now classic refer-
ence of the flourishing research programme of theory change, or as it is alterna-
tively called, belief revision [4] , [5] , [6] , [11]. In particular, it has been shown that 
partial meet contraction is a powerful tool for the reconstruction of other kinds of 
theory change such as safe contract ion, epistemic entrenchment contract ion, and 
base contraction [2], [ 1 8 ] - [ 2 1 ] . 
The basic idea of partial meet contract ion is as follows. In order to eliminate a 
proposi t ion x from a theory A while obeying the constraint of deductive closure 
and min imiz ing the loss of information, it is plausible to look at the maximal sub-
sets B of A that fail to imply x. In an earlier paper, A l c h o u r r o n and M a k i n s o n had 
proved that when A = Cn(A) t ak ing one such B leaves an agent wi th too 
many propositions, while taking the intersection of al l such B's leaves him with 
too few. In [1], A G M investigate the idea of taking the intersection of a select set 
of such B^s. The choice of which B's to take is made wi th the help of a selection 
function. A natural question is whether all these selections can be represented as 
the selections of preferred £Ts, where the preferences between maximal ly non-
imply ing subsets of A are independent of the proposi t ion x to be deleted. 
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The purpose of the present paper is threefold. First , we put the theory of partial 
meet contract ion in a broader perspective. W e decompose it into two layers, each 
of which can be cult ivated with the help of methods developed in different re-
search areas. O n the one hand, in relating selection functions to preference rela-
tions we can draw on existing work in social choice theory [3], [10], [23], [24]. 
O n the other hand, we shall elaborate on a remark of G r o v e [8] and link max i -
mal ly non imp ly ing subsets to "possible wor lds" or models, thereby mak ing it 
possible to compare partial meet contract ion with semantical approaches to belief 
revis ion and nonmono ton i c reasoning [ 1 1 ] - [ 1 3 ] , [16] . Exaggerat ing some-
what, we can say that the theory of partial meet contract ion emerges from juxta-
posing the general theory of rat ional choice (§2) and a tiny bit of model theory (§3). 
After in t roducing abstract postulates for contract ion functions in §4, we reprove 
the iwo ma in representation theorems of [1, pp. 521, 530] concerning partial meet 
contract ion and transitively relational part ial meet contract ion in a slightly more 
systematic fashion (§5). 
Second, we provide a partial solut ion to a problem left unanswered by A G M 
and still considered to be an interesting open question in [17, p. 195]. M o r e pre-
cisely, we present two new results that lie strictly "between" those of [1] , viz., 
representation theorems for relational and negatively transitively relational part ial 
meet contract ion (still in §5). However , these results ho ld only under certain pre-
condit ions. If the theory to be contracted is logically finite, then all these condi -
tions are met. O u r decomposi t ion allows for a uniform method of proof using 
so-called Samuelson preferences. It increases our understanding of the part ial meet 
contract ion mechanism by local iz ing exactly in which parts of the proofs the 
finiteness assumption is effective. 
T h i r d , as an appl icat ion, we explore the logic of a variant of syntax-based belief 
change, namely, simple and prioritized base contractions in the finite case (§6). The 
basic idea here is that real life theories are generated from finite axiomatizat ions 
and that the axioms may carry different epistemic weight. Bo th the syntactical en-
coding of a theory and the pr ior i t iza t ion are held to be relevant for theory change. 
W e achieve a logical characterization of simple and priori t ized base contract ion 
by combin ing one of our representation theorems wi th observations or iginat ing 
wi th Lewis [15] and Nebel [18], [19]. 
Independently from the research for this article, related work has been carried 
out by Ka t suno and Mendelson [11] and L inds t rom [16] . L inds t rom proves nu-
merous representation theorems, and like us, he heavily draws on results from the 
general theory of rat ional choice. However , there are some important differences. 
H e adopts a semantic approach right from the outset, while our reconstruction 
starts by turning a syntactic approach into an essentially semantic one, wi th the 
notable feature that any two "wor lds" in our sense are l inguist ically distinguishable 
(our models are "injective", to use a term of M i c h a e l Freund). Linds t rom's main 
concern is nonmonoton ic inference relations and the related area of belief revision, 
whereas we shall focus on belief contraction. (Everything we might wish to say 
about the intimate connection between revisions and contractions is contained in 
[1] and [5].) H e applies liberal max imiza t ion where we apply stringent max imiza -
t ion. He uses different postulates for choice functions and a different not ion of 
revealed preference. The main contrast between his approach and ours, however, 
is that L i n d s t r o m permits revisions b y — p o s s i b l y infinite—sets of proposit ions 
whilst we stick to the or iginal A G M model of changing theories by single proposi-
tions. L inds t ronfs generalization allows h im to revise by "wor lds" and thus dis-
pense wi th a finiteness assumption which wi l l prove to be necessary at several 
places in the A G M framework. In fact, it is a major a im of our paper to make 
transparent the reasons where and why logical finiteness is needed in the A G M 
theory. Further important results on purely finitistic belief revision are found in 
[11] by Ka t suno and Mende l son , who incorporate a revision operator into their 
object language. B o t h papers are highly recommended and should be read in con-
junct ion wi th the present one. 
Unfortunately, space l imitat ions do not a l low a presentation that makes for 
easy reading. Fami l ia r i ty wi th earlier work either in the area of theory change— 
an excellent overview is [5] — or in the general theory of ra t iona l cho i ce—of par-
ticular relevance is [ 1 0 ] — w i l l greatly facilitate the reader's task. However, we wi l l 
shortly repeat the basic definitions so that our presentation is in principle self-
contained. It may be useful to inform the reader in advance about the fundamental 
entities that w i l l show up as determinants of theory change. W e shall meet con-
tract ion functions —, selection functions y, preference relations < (and « ) , maxi -
mal ly non imply ing sets M (and N), maximal ly consistent sets or "wor lds" W, as 
well as simple and prior i t ized belief bases B and <£,•>. W e shall frequently j u m p 
to and fro between these kinds of entities. W h e n we wish to generate a contract ion 
function, selection function, preference relation, maximal non imp ly ing set, wor ld , 
or belief base from another k ind of entity, we shall use metalevel mappings de-
noted by % ^ ^ Jf9 @, respectively. 
§2 . Selection functions and preference relations. 
2.1. General selection functions. Let X be a set and 3C be a nonempty subset of 
2X — {0}. A selection function (or choice function) over 3C is a function y: ?I - • 2X 
such that y(S) is a nonempty subset of S, for every S e 3C. Intuitively, selection 
functions are supposed to give us the best elements of each S in 9£. The require-
ment that y{S) be nonempty means that a selection function is effective or "deci-
sive": In every case it reaches a decision of which elements are best. As L inds t rom 
[16] points out, the decisiveness of selection functions corresponds to a condi t ion 
of consistency preservation in belief revision and nonmono ton ic reasoning. Here 
consistency is judged by some monotonic background consequence relation, not 
necessarily by the classical one (cf. subsection 3.1). 
D o m a i n condit ions for selection functions are important . A set SC of subsets of 
X is called n-covering (n = 1,2,3,...) if it contains all subsets of X with exactly 
n elements, 9C is called nln2-covering (or nln2n3-covering) i f it is ^ - c o v e r i n g and 
r e c o v e r i n g (and n 3 -covering). 3C is called co-covering if it is n-covering for all nat-
ural numbers n = 1 ,2,3, . . . . The set 3C is called additive if it is closed under arbi-
trary unions, and it is called finitely additive if it is closed under finite unions; it is 
called subtractive if for every S and S' in 3C such that S £ S', S — S' is also in 
and it is called full if = 2 A — { 0 } . O f course, if .T is 1-covering and finitely 
additive, then it is co-covering. F ina l ly , we say that .T is compact if for every T and 
Sh i e /, from .i\ if T c ( J{ s . : / G / } then T c ( J / G / 0 ] for some finite / 0 c /. 
We say that a selection function y wi th domain f is n-covering, additive, subtrac-
tive, etc., if its domain is n-covering, additive, subtractive, etc. 
2.2. Constraints on selection functions. We consider the fol lowing "coherence 
postulates" for selection functions. Their mot ivat ion, where it is not obvious, is 
given in [10], [23], [24]. 
(I) F o r all S , S ' e 4\ if S c S\ then Sny(S') c y(S). 
("ChernofT's ax iom", Sen's Property a) 
(II) F o r al l {S f : / G /} <= . f such that (J{5 (-: / e /} e ^ f l i V ^ ) : / e /} c 
7 ( U { S f : / 6 / } ) . 
(Sen's Property 7) 
(III) F o r al l S ,S ' e , r such that S c S', if y(S') c 7 (S) , then y(S) c y(S'). 
("Superset A x i o m " , Sen's Property e) 
( IV) F o r all S, 5' e # such that S c 5', if y(S') n S ^ 0 , then y(S) c y(S'). 
("Arrow's ax iom", Sen's Property /} + ) 
C o n d i t i o n (III) is independent of condi t ion (II), even for finite X and in the 
presence of condi t ion (I). F o r example, let X = {.x,y,z}, j f be the power set of 
X minus 0 , and consider y, and y 2 defined by )\({x, v}) = /2({-^ v}) = {*,}•'}, 
V l ({.x,z}) = {*}, •/,({>', z}) = U K ?.({.x,y,r{) = W , 7 2({x,'zJ) = {x ,z} , "y 2 ({^2}) = 
{y,z}, and y 2 ( { ; M - z } ) — {A^)'!- Evident ly, y{ satisfies (I) and (II) and violates (III), 
while y2 satisfies (I) and (III) and violates (II). O n the other hand, condi t ion (IV) 
implies condi t ion (II): let {St: iel] c .f, (J{S ( . : iel)e I. N o w 0 # 7 ( U ! 5 « : ' 6 ' } ) 
c U { S f : / 6 / } , so y ( U { S , - : i e / } ) n S , o # 0 for some / 0 e /. So by ( IV) , 
p|{y(5 ( ): iel} £ y(5 l ( )) c 7((J{S,-: / e / } ) . It is t r ivial to see that condi t ion (IV) 
also implies condi t ion (III), since 0 ^ y(S') ^ y(5) implies y(S')nS^0. 
2.3. Rational choice. In the general theory of choice and preference we often 
find an idea which can be phrased in the slogan '"Rational choice is relational 
choice". That is, rat ional choice is choice which can be construed as based on an 
underlying preference relation. 
The intended interpretation of the set y(S), called the choice set for S, is 
that its elements are regarded as equally adequate or satisfactory choices 
for an agent whose values are represented by the function y, and who faces 
a decision problem represented by the set S. F o l l o w i n g Chernoff [ 3 ] . . . , 
this relativistic concept of equiadequacy for a given decision problem bears 
sharp dist inction from invariant concepts like preferential matching or 
indifference which for a given agent are not relativized to decision prob-
lems, and which may be subject to more stringent constraints, both for 
rational agents and for agents in general ([10, p. 189], notat ion adapted). 
Choice sets are taken to be sets of "best" elements. There are basically two ideas to 
make this precise. The first is based on a nonstrict (reflexive) preference relation <: 
y(S)= {yeS:y' < y for al l y ' e S}. 
The second idea is based on a strict (asymmetric) preference relation < : 
y(S) = {yeS:y <ty' for all y ' e S } . 
These suggestions are respectively referred to as stringent and liberal maximiza-
tion in [10, p. 197] and G-rationality and M-rationality in [24, p. 21]. (Stringent 
maximiza t ion is often attributed to Condorcet , 1785.) If < is the converse com-
plement of <, then stringent and liberal maximiza t ion coincide. If < is the asym-
metric part of <, then every liberal maximizer wi th respect to < is a stringent 
maximizer with respect to the augmentation <+ of < which is defined by x <+ y 
iff x < y or y ^ x, i.e., iff not y < x. Clear ly , < + is connected, i.e., it holds for every 
x and y that either x < + y or y < + x. Whi l e < allows us to keep apart indiffer-
ences (both x < y and y < x) from ^comparab i l i t i e s (neither x < y nor y < x), < + 
blurs just this dist inction, for whenever we have neither x < y nor y < x we have 
both x < + y and y < + x. Thus, we may not expect < + to be transitive. If, on the 
other hand, < is already connected then < + = <, and stringent maximiza t ion 
with respect to the asymmetric part < of < coincides with liberal max imiza t ion 
with respect to <. F o r all this, cf. [10, §3] . 
In accordance with [1] as well as wi th the dominant approach in the theory 
of choice and preference, we shall focus on stringent max imiza t ion . 1 F r o m now 
on, when we say that 7 is relational with respect to < over X, we mean that 7(5) = 
{y e S: y' < y for all y' e S} for every 5 e .1. In this case we write 7 = 9\ <). W h e n 
we say that 7 is relational, we mean that there is some relation < over X such that 
7 = ff{<\ 
F o r any nonstrict relation <, < is used to denote the asymmetric part of <, 
which is defined by x < y iff x < y and not y < x. < is called n-acyclic\ if no n ob-
jects xl,x2,.-.,x„ form a cycle under < , i.e., if a chain x{ < x2 < ••• < x;. < x t 
does not occur. 1-Acyclicity is irreflexivity, 2-acyclicity is asymmetry. < is called 
acyclic, if it is /i-acyclic for every n = 1,2, 3, < is called negatively acyclic if 
there is no cycle under ^ , i.e., if never x{ ^ x 2 ^ ••• ^ x„ ^ x{, and it is called 
negatively well-founded if there is no infinite descending chain under ^ , i.e., if never 
••• ^ x 3 ^ x 2 ^ Xj. Fo r connected relations < , negative well-foundedness co in-
cides wi th converse well-foundedness where infinite ascending chains xY < x2 < 
x 3 < ••• do not occur. Obvious ly , if < is conversely (or negatively) well-founded, 
then it is acyclic (negatively acyclic). < is smooth with respect to .T if there are no 
infinite descending ^-chains in 5, for every S e .f. Smoothness is a restricted form 
of negative well-foundedness. < is called negatively transitive (virtually connected, 
modular, ranked) if x ^ y and y ^ _ implies x ^ z. It is quickly verified that a con-
1 Intuitively, however, 1 think that liberal maximization is preferable. Liberal maximization is based 
on strict relations which do not allow to distinguish between incompatibilities and indifferences. Non-
strict relations do make this distinction, but stringent maximization tends to require connected relations 
which often can be had only if incompatibilities are turned into indifferences i.e.. if augmentations 
are used. The interpretation of nonstrict relations as the converse complements of — more intuit ive-
strict relations explains the crucial role of negative transitivity and negative well-foundedness in the 
following. Also compare the recommendation in [22] to regard the nonstrict epistemic entrenchment 
relation < ;. of [7] as the converse complement of a more intuitive strict relation < t : . 
nected relation < is negatively transitive if! it is quasi-transitive in the sense that its 
asymmetric part < is transitive. Quasi-transit ively is a much disputed requirement 
in social choice theory [ 1 0 ] , [23], [24]. It should be noted that all transitive rela-
t ions < are both acyclic and quasi-transitive. 
2.4. Two kinds of revealed preferences. In many contexts one can hope to 
^recover the underlying preferences of an agent from observed choice behavior. 
The two most commonly used types of "revealed preference" relations are the 
Samuelson preferences (Samuelson 1 9 5 0 ) 
< = |<A ' ,x '> e X x X: 35 e .f such that {x,x'} s= 5 and x' e y(5)} 
= ( J { S x y(S):Se£] 
and the so-called base preferences ( U z a w a 1 9 5 6 , A r r o w 1 9 5 9 ) : 
< y 2 = {(x,x')eX x X: {x,x'\ e £ and x' e y{{x,x'})} 
= ( J { 5 x }'(5): 5 e J and 5 has at most two elements). 
The terminology is taken from [ 1 0 ] , where many other possibilities of defining 
notions of revealed preference are discussed. Obvious ly , x <., 2 y implies x <}. y. 
Not i ce that neither of these relations is guaranteed to be reflexive, unless y is 1-
covering. < y 2 is defined for arbitrary y's, but the definition makes good sense only 
for 2-covering ones for which {x,xf} is always in 3C. In this case, base preferences 
and Samuelson preferences are connected. G i v e n a selection function y, we shall 
also denote < by #(y) and <.. 2 by .^ 2(y). 2 
2.5. Some basic properties and reformulations. The fol lowing lemmas list a 
number of important facts which are basically c o m m o n knowledge in the general 
theory of rat ional choice (cf. [ 1 0 ] , [23], [24]). The straightforward proofs are 
omitted (but can be obtained from the author). 
L E M M A 1. (a) / / y is relational, then it satisfies (I) and (II). 
(b) / / y is \2-covering and satisfies (I) and (II), then y = f/\^2(y)\ 
(c) If y is \2-covering and satisfies (I), then ,'/(y) = .^2(y). 
(d) If y is 12-covering and satisfies (I) and (II), then y = cf{//(y)). 
(e) / / ' y is \2-covering and relational, then y = ^\^{y)) = Sf(3P2(y)). 
(f) / / ' y is additive and satisfies (I) and (II), then y = <J\J>(y)\ 
L E M M A 2. / / ' y is \ 2n-covering and satisfies (I), then ,y/(y) = ^2(y) is n-acyclic. If 
y is (D-covering and satisfies (I), then :j/(y) is acyclic. 
(b) / / y is \23-covering and satisfies (I) and (III), then &{y) is negatively transitive. 
(c) If y is finitely additive and satisfies ( IV) , then .y/(y) is transitive. 
2It is worth pointing out that the characteristic definition of a relation of epistemic entrenchment 
(see [7], [22]) between propositions from an observed contraction behavior, viz. 
.V y iff A* i A - (x A v) or ye A — (x A y) 
can also be interpreted as a base preference [22, p. 61]. In that paper it is argued that the instruction 
"remove x A should be regarded as an instruction to remove x or remove y, where the agent holding 
theory A has free choice which proposition(s) out of {x,y} to remove. 
L E M M A 3. (a) / / < is smooth with respect to 3C, then £f(<) is a selection function 
over SC which satisfies (I) and (II). 
(b) / / < is negatively transitive and negatively well-founded [or if < is negatively 
transitive and smooth and £ is subtractive), then satisfies (III). 
(c) / / < is transitive, then Sf{<) satisfies ( IV) . 
N o w we br ing condit ions ( I ) - ( I V ) into a form which is more suitable for our 
purposes. 
(F) F o r all S, S' e °I such that SKJS' e %, y(S u S') c y(S) u y(S'). 
(IF) F o r all S,S'e% such that S u 5 ' e f , y(S) n y(S') c y(S u S'). 
( I l l ) F o r all S e f and S' such that S u S ' e if y(S u 5') n S ' = 0 , then 
y ( S ) c y ( S u S ' ) . 
( IV 1 ) F o r all S 6 % and S' such that S u S' 6 I , if y(S u S ' ) n S # 0 , then 
y ( S ) c y ( S u S ' ) . 
( I&II ) F o r all S,S{ e i e / , i f S c ( J { S . : i e / } , then S n f | { y ( S , - ) : i e /} c y(S). 
( I & I F ) F o r all S, S', 5 " e f , i f 5 c 5 ' u S", then S n y(S') n y (S") £ y(S). 
N o t e that condi t ion ( IF) is just a restriction of (II) to index sets wi th at most 
two elements, and similar ly for ( I&I I ) and ( I & I F ) . 
L E M M A 4. (a) / / y is subtractive, then condition (I) is equivalent to(l'). 
(b) / / y is finitely additive, compact, and satisfies (I) and ( IF) , then y = <9%^(y)). 
(c) / / y satisfies (I), then (III) is equivalent to (III '). 
(d) ( IV) is equivalent to ( I V ) . 
(e) / / y is additive, then the conjunction of (I) and (II) is equivalent to ( I&II) . 
(f) / / y is finitely additive, then the conjunction of (I) and ( IF) is equivalent to 
( I & I F ) . 
L e m m a 4(b) is a substitute for L e m m a 1(f) in the absence of infinite addit ivity. 
The condit ions ( I&II ) and ( I & I F ) are generalized forms of the condi t ions (y7:oo) 
and (y7:2) in [1] . A G M [1, Obse rva t ion 4.10] noticed that ( I & I F ) is the key to 
relationality in part ial meet cont rac t ion (because the domain encountered there 
is compact), but as they failed to decompose that condi t ion into the simpler ones, 
(I) and (IF), it remained undigestible for them. A s we shall see, they provided a 
postulate for contract ion functions which corresponds to (I), but nothing in [1] 
corresponds to (IF). 
The results of the theory of ra t ional choice are quite nice, and we may be opt i -
mistic about their applicabil i ty to theory change as determined by part ial meet con-
tractions. St i l l there are at least two problems wh ich should not be underestimated. 
First , we do not know very much about selection functions wh ich are neither 123-
covering nor addi t ive . 3 A n d second, in choice-and-preference theory we are faced 
with a bewildering plural ism of revealed preference relations (see [10]). It is hard 
to decide in advance which no t ion of revealed preference is "the" right not ion for 
a given purpose. It w i l l turn out, happi ly , that the relation #(y) defined above and, 
to a smaller degree, the relation &2(y) wh ich is equivalent in the finite case (in the 
sense of subsection 3.2) are suitable for par t ia l meet contractions. 
3 This is no problem for Lindstrom [16] whose selection functions are always w-covering. Conse-
quently, Lindstrom's constructions can always make use of the base preferences #2()')-
§ 3 . Selection functions and preference relations in partial meet contraction. 
3.1. The general case. W e presuppose a proposi t ional language L , wi th the 
usual connectives A , V , and <-•. F r o m now on, small roman letters 
a, fr, c \ . . . . x, \\ z denote proposit ions of L , and capital roman letters /4, A \ . . . , 
M J , M\N' . W . . . . denote sets of proposit ions. No ta t iona l conventions: 
C a p i t a l A is used to denote a theory. B an arbitrary set of proposit ions (in general, 
a nontheory), M and N max imal ly non imply ing subsets (of some A or B, respec-
tively), and W a maximal ly consistent set of L . A l l these metavariables may occur 
wi th primes or subscripts. 
A s in [1], L is assumed to be governed by some reflexive, monotonic and idem-
potent logic (consequence operat ion) Cn which is supraclassical and compact 
and satisfies the deduction theorem: B c Cn(B): if B c B\ then Cn(B) £ Cn(B'); 
Cn{Cn(B)) = Cn(B):if Cn0 is classical tautological impl ica t ion , then Cn0(B)^Cn(B); 
if v e Cn(B)< then y e Cn(B0) for some finite subset B0 of B; and finally, y e 
Cn(B u {x}) iff .v y e Cn(B). That is, Cn is a classical logic in the sense of [16]. 
N o t e that in the present context, idempotence is equivalent to the cut rule, and the 
deduct ion theorem is equivalent to dis junct ion in the antecedents. 
W e also write B h .v for x e Cn(B). A is a called a theory if A = Cn(A). By |[.x] 
and IB] we denote the set of al l "possible wor lds" (valuations, models) in which x 
(every x in B) is true. Here and throughout this paper, we identify a " w o r l d " satis-
fying x or B wi th a maximal ly Cn-consistent set of proposit ions which contains x 
(respectively, B). The set of al l "wor lds" is denoted W . 
Let B 1 x = {M c B: x $ Cn(M) and x e Cn(N) for al l N wi th M c N c B}. 
Note that the elements of B _L x are theories if B is a theory. If hfx, then B 1 x is 
nonempty, by the compactness of CnA W e define Bl = {B 1 x : x e Cn(B) — 
Cn(0)} and UB = \J(B1) = \J{B 1 x : x s Cn(B) - Cn(0)}. (Here we slightly 
deviate from the definitions in [1] which also include x's from Cn(0).) If Cn(B) ^ 
Cn(0), then Bl is a nonempty subset of 22B — {0}. The case Cn(B) = Cn(0) 
wi l l be handled separately in our reconstruction of partial meet contract ion. 
L E M M A 5. Let A be a theory and x e A. Then M e A 1 x iff there is a maximally 
consistent set ("world") W such that ~~IX e W and M = A n W. 
F o r the proof, compare §4 of G r o v e [8]. 
N o w let A again be a theory. F o r M e UA, put if (M) = Cn(M u {~nx}), where 
x is any proposi t ion in A — M , and put J/(W) = W n A, for any maximal ly consis-
tent set W such that A W. The reader is invited to verify that '// ' is well-defined(!), 
if is a bijection from UA to VA = {W e W : A ^ W), and J/ is the converse of H/'\ 
i.e., J/(if(M)) = M and if (.//(W)) = W. 
G i v e n this representation of the elements of UA, it is clear that they satisfy the 
fol lowing fullness and primeness conditions: If x e A — M and y e A then x-+y e M , 
4 This marks a difference with Lewis [15] who identifies propositions with sets of extra-linguistic 
possible worlds and logical consequence with set-theoretic inclusion. Lacking compactness, Lewis has 
to ponder the impact of a ' 'Limit Assumption" for premise semantics. 
and if x , y e A — M , then x v y e A — M (cf. [1, Observations 6.1 and 6.2]). UA 
is just the set of al l maximal proper subtheories of the theory A. Moreover , we i m -
mediately get 
C O R O L L A R Y 1. Let A he a theory and x,y,y,- be in A — Cn(0). 
(i) For M e VA, x M iff M e A 1 x. 
(ii) A 1 (x A y) = A 1 x u A 1 y. 
(iii) A 1 (x vy) = A ± x n A ± y. 
(iv) A 1 (x v - l y ) — A 1 x — A 1 y. 
(v) If A 1 x ^ ( J j / i 1 y,-: / G / }, then A 1 .v c (J{/1 1 y . : / e / 0 J for some finite 
Facts (i) and (ii) are contained in [1, L e m m a 2.4 and L e m m a 4.1]. We see that 
AL, the special domain JT of the selection functions which wi l l figure in partial meet 
contractions, is closed under finite unions, finite intersections, and differences. We 
give a direct proof of the compactness property (v). Let A 1 x £ (J{ /4 1 y,-: / G / } . 
Then {>>,-: / G /} h x. F o r otherwise, by Lindenbaum's L e m m a and L e m m a 5, there 
would be an M e A 1 x such that {y,: i e / } c M , s o M ^ l y,- for every /, con-
tradicting our hypothesis. Compactness of Cn gives us {y,: / G I0) h x for some 
finite / 0 ^ / . Thus, there is, for every M e A 1 x, an / e I0 such that y\ $ M . Hence, 
by (i), there is, for every M e A 1 x, an / G / 0 such that M e / 1 1 y f . Thus, /I 1 x c 
(J{/4 1 y f : / G / 0 } , as desired. 
N o w we can introduce selection functions for belief revision. Let A be a theory. 
A selection function y: Al -> 2 2 " 1 is c a / W a selection function for A. It follows from 
Coro l l a ry 1 that every selection function y for A is finitely additive, subtractive, and 
compact. 
Let y be a selection function for A. The completion y* of y is defined by 
y*(A 1 x) = {M e A l x : f |y(/4 1 x) c M } for all x G /I - Cw(0). F o l l o w i n g [1] , 
we call a selection function y complete if y = y*. If y is complete, then M G y (^ 1 x) 
whenever f]y(A 1 x) c M G L ^ . (Proof. Since (x -> y: y G 4} c P|y(/1 1 x), 
f]y(A 1 x) c M implies M l / x , s o M e / l 1 x by C o r o l l a r y l(i).) 
A contraction function over a theory A is a function - A : L -> 2L. W e write A — x 
for — ^ (x), and as there wi l l be no danger of confusion, we shall often write just — 
for - A . The term "A — x ' should be read as the kthe result of rat ionally removing x 
from A\ The idea of a contract ion function dictates that it should satisfy at least the 
postulates A — x ^ A and x$ A — x (unless K x ) . M o r e postulates w i l l be discussed 
in §4. Intuitively, A — x is the min ima l , most economical or rat ional, change of A 
needed to discard x. 
A function — is the partial meet contraction function over A determined by the 
selection function y for A if and only if 
G i v e n a selection function y for A, the partial meet contract ion it determines 
wi l l be denoted by r6(y). There is a slight deviation from [1] in order to avoid the 
applicat ion of y to 0 and to preserve the perfect correspondence between UA and 
VA. The function — is called a partial meet contraction over A if there is a selection 
function y for A such that — = c6(y). 
f]y(A 1 x) for every x e A — Cn(0), 
A for every x £ A and every x e Cn(0). 
A selection function 7 for A is called (transitively, quasi-transitively, connectively, 
acyclicly) relational over A if there is a (transitive, quasi-transit ive, connected, 
acyclic) preference relation < over UA (over 2A in [1]) such that for every 
xe A — Cn(0l 
y(A 1 .v) = [M e A 1 x : M' < M for all M' e A 1 x}. 
This is an appl icat ion of stringent maximiza t ion as discussed in subsection 2.3, 
and it is called the marking off identity in [1]. Recall that we write y = ff( <) if y is 
determined by < in that way. 
A contraction function — is (transitively, quasi-transitively, connectively, acyclicly) 
relational if there is a (transitive, quasi-transitive, connected, acyclic) preference 
relation < over UA such that - = f4(f/(<)). 
U s i n g the above functions H and , / / , we find that the selection y of sets in 
A 1 x can equivalently be viewed as a selection yw of maximal ly consistent sets, 
or "worlds" , in [~i .v] . If we define 
) v ( h x ] ) = { r ' ( M ) : M e y ( / I l 4 
then clearly, 
y(Alx)={^(W):Weyw(l-nxJ)}. 
In the pr incipal case x e A — Cn(0\ A — x = A n P | ( 'V( [~ ' * ] ) ) • Condi t ions 
for the part ial meet mechanism may thus be viewed as model theoretic or seman-
tical condit ions. The "possible wor lds" view facilitates a visual izat ion of the con-
ditions on preference relations and selection functions and relates the work on 
partial meet contract ion directly to the min ima l models approach as adopted in 
[ 1 1 ] - [ 1 6 ] . 
A set W of maximal consistent sets of proposit ions is called elementary (A-
elementary) if there is a proposi t ion y (a set of proposit ions B) such that W ' is 
exactly the set of all maximal ly consistent sets of proposit ions which contain y (re-
spectively, which include £ ) , in symbols W = [[>>] ( W = IB}). W e call y elementary 
(A-elementary) if 7^([[~nx]))) is elementary (A-elementary) for every xe A — Cn(0). 
If y is elementary (zl-elementary) and ;v( | [ "nx]) = [>'] (>v([~'-^l) = t n e n 
A - x = Cn({z v y: z e A}) = A n Cn(y) (respectively, A — x = Cn({z v z'\ z e A 
and z e B}) = AnCn(B)). 
R E M A R K 1. 7 is complete iff it is zl-elementary. 
P R O O F . F r o m left to right. We show that [(f))'(i4 1 x ) ) u {~ix}] = 7^( [~ ix J ) , 
for every xe A - Cn(0). C lea r ly , (f]y(A 1 x)) u {~ix} c W for every 
We 7H'([["- |.X])- T O show the converse, suppose for reductio that (f]y(A 1 x ) ) u 
{ - ix } c W and W$yw({-nx}). Hence, by the latter, Jl(W) $ y(A 1 x), so by the 
completeness of 7, f]y(A 1 x) £ Jf(W). But also (f]y(A 1 x ) ) u { i x } C w, and 
f]y(A 1 x) ^ A, so f]y(A 1 x) ^ J4(W\ and we have a contradict ion. 
F r o m right to left. Suppose for reductio that there are x e A — Cn(0) and 
M e UA such that f]y(A 1 x) ^ M and M y(A 1 x). Hence, iir(M) $ yw\\~\x\). 
Since 7 is J-elementary, there is a set B of proposit ions such that 7^([—)xj) = [£]. 
So B £ iV{M\ Take some ye B - if(M). Since x v y $ W\M), we get, by the 
definition of iV, x v y $ M. So by f]y(A l x ) c M , x v y ^ f Y / ( ^ But s m c e 
X 6 y 4 and y e f]yw{l~^x}\ we get x v y e /I n P | / V ( [ [ — , x l ) = P l ) ' ^ a n ( ^ w e 
have again a contradict ion. • 
A s the doma in Al of selection functions for A is finitely additive, subtractive, 
and compact, all domain requirements mentioned in L e m m a 4(a)-(d) are satisfied. 
We can further adapt the condit ions ( F ) - ( I V ' ) to our needs. W e now know that 
for a l l x, y e A — Cn(0), A 1 x u A 1 y = A 1 (x A y), and y(A 1 x) n A 1 y = 0 
iff y e f]y{A 1 x). W i t h 3C — Al, the general condi t ions ( r ) - ( I V ' ) can therefore 
be transformed into the fo l lowing condit ions on selection functions for theories: 
(I") F o r a l l x,y e A — Cn(0), y(A 1 (x A y)) c y(A 1 x) u y(A 1 y). 
(IF') F o r all x , y e A - Cn{0), y(A 1 x) n y(A 1 y) £ y{A 1 (x A y)). 
( I l l " ) F o r all x , y e A - Cn(0), if y e f]y(A 1 (x A y)), then y(/4 1 x) c 
y(A 1 (x A y)). 
( IV" ) F o r all x , y e /4 - Cn(0), if x ^ (^ ( ,4 1 (x A y)), then y(/4 1 x) c 
y( / l 1 (x A y)). 
F r o m these condit ions, it w i l l be a rather short step to some interesting postu-
lates for rat ional ("economical") theory contract ion. 
3.2. The finite case. A set B of proposit ions wi l l be cal led logically finite (or 
finite modulo Cn, or s imply finite) if Cn parti t ions B into finitely many cells. The 
finite case is much easier to handle than the general one. Th i s is due to the fact that 
every selection function over a logically finite theory is co-covering and even full. 
No t i ce that for a theory A to be finite m o d u l o a c o m m o n logic Cn, it wi l l be 
necessary that the underlying language has only finitely many atoms. F o r suppose 
there are infinitely many atoms pi, p2, p 3 , . . . in our language. Then for every prop-
osi t ion x from A there are infinitely many atoms p, not occur r ing in x. Thus the 
infinitely many (x v p ()'s which are all contained in A w i l l be mutua l ly nonequiva-
lent, so A is not finite. Conversely, if only a finite number of nonequivalent prop-
osit ional operators of bounded arity is definable in Cn, as in classical proposi t ional 
logic or in moda l logics wi th finitely many modalit ies, then the finiteness of the 
number of proposi t ional atoms is also sufficient for the logical finiteness of theo-
ries A phrased in the language in question. 
G i v e n a logically finite theory A, it is clear that each of the fol lowing sets is fi-
nite: A 1 x, for every x, Al, and UA. 
A representative of a logical ly finite set of proposi t ions B is a conjunction of 
representatives of al l the equivalence classes under Cn of proposi t ions in B. 
Henceforth, we shall use the fol lowing nota t ional convent ion. F o r sets of prop-
ositions A, B,..., M, N,..., W,... which are finite modu lo Cn, the lower case letters 
a, b,..., m, n, . „ , w , . . . denote their representatives. F o r any two sets A and B such 
that B c: A, bA denotes the disjunction of representatives of those equivalence 
classes under Cn, the elements of which are in Cn(A) — Cn(B). W h e n we are dealing 
wi th a fixed theory A, we simply write b instead of bA. If B = A, then bA is defined 
to be the falsity, 1 . W e may call bA the corepresentative of B (relative to A). 
It is easy to verify in the finite case that for M e UA and W = ii(M), vv is equiv-
alent wi th —\a A m and that for W eVA and M = Ji(W), m is equivalent wi th 
a v w. This helps us to get the fol lowing useful 
L H M M A 6. Let A he a finite theory and M e UA. 
(i) / / \v is the representative of II (M) and wL is the corepresentative of If ( M ) 
relative to the set of all propositions in L , then the following four propositions are 
equivalent: mA. m -+ a, wL< and —iu\ 
(ii) A _L m = {M). 
(iii) For all Mx Mn e UA, if m h mx v ••• v mn, then M = M( for some i. 
L e m m a 6(ii), together wi th C o r o l l a r y l(ii), shows that in the finite case every 
subset M of UA equals A 1 x for some proposi t ion x. viz.. for x = f\\m: M e M j . 
This in turn means that all selection functions for a finite theory A are o c o v e r i n g 
and in fact full. They are not only complete (/1-elementary) but even elementary 
(cf. [1, Observa t ion 4.6]). 
§4. Postulates for contraction functions. We now turn to a set of rationality 
criteria which has gained some prominence in the literature on belief change. The 
basic AGM postulates are given by (— l ) - ( —6), and the two supplementary ones 
are (— 7) and (— 8). F o r their mot iva t ion , see [5] . 
(— 1) A — x is a theory. 
( ^ 2 ) A — x ^ A. 
( - 3 ) If A- £ A, then A ^ x = A. 
( - 4 ) If x e A — x, then h x . 
( - 5 ) A^Cn((A^x)v{x}). 
(--6) If Cn(x) = Cn(yf then A — x = A — y. 
( - 7) A - x n A - y c A - (x A y). 
( - 8) If x $ A — (x A y), then A (x A y) ^A^- x. 
These postulates, and a l l fol lowing postulates, are understood as quantified 
over all theories A and all proposit ions x and y. It follows from (—1) and ( — 5) 
that A — x — A for every x e Cn(0). We introduce two new condit ions. 
( ^ 8r) A (x A y) c Cn(A - x u / l - y). 
( - 8c) If ye A - (x A y), then A - (x A y) c A - x. 
W i t h two very recent exceptions, 5 I have never seen a condi t ion like ( —8r) dis-
cussed in writings on the logic of theory change. G i v e n ( — 4), ( — 8) implies the 
"covering cond i t ion" 
A — (x A y) c A — x or A — (x A y) ^ A — y 
[1, Observat ion 3.4] and hence ( - 8 r ) . 6 Postulate ( — 8c) was found to be relevant 
in [22], where it has the same name. The V in ( —8r) stands for "relational", and 
"c" stands for "cumulative". The first name wi l l be explained by the present paper, 
the second one is explained in [22]. F o r contract ion functions satisfying ( — 4), 
5 Both were discovered independently and concern belief revision rather than belief contraction. 
The first exception is condition (R-8) in [11 j . The second is the infinitary condition "Gamma" in [16] 
which is labelled (BC7) in its variant for belief revision operations. 
6Incidentally, it is proved in [1, Observation 6.5 j that the conjunction of ( — 7) and (— 8) is equiva-
lent to the even stronger "ventilation condition" 
A - (.v A v) = A - x or A - {x A y) = A - y or A - (x A y) = A - x n A - y. 
( — 8c) is also a weakening of ( — 8). However , there is no logical relationship be-
tween ( — 8c) and ( — 8r), not even in the finite case and in the presence of ( - 1 ) -
( — 7). T o see this, consider the propos i t ional language L over the two atoms p and 
q. In the fol lowing two figures, "(*)" is short for "A — x = Cn(\f\ It is easily veri-
fied that the contract ion function — over A = Cn(p A q) defined in Figure 1 sat-
isfies (— l ) - ( —7) and ( — 8r), but it does not satisfy ( — 8c), because q e A — (p A q) 
but Cn(q) = A — (p A q) £ A — p = Cn(~^p v q). O n the other hand, the contrac-
t ion function — over the same theory A defined in Figure 2 satisfies (— l ) - ( —7) 
and (— 8c), but it does not satisfy ( - 8r), because 
Cn(p v q) = A^(p A q) <£ Cn((A — p)u{A — q)) 
= Cn{{—\p v q, p v -iq}) = Cn(p <-> q). 
We now relate the abstract postulates for cont rac t ion functions to our previous 
requirements for selection functions in part ial meet contract ion. 
L E M M A 7. Let A be a theory. If — = r6\y) for some selection function y for A and 
"(a) 
(b) (I"), 
(c) (II") and y is complete, 
(d) (III"), 
Je) ( I V " ) , 
(a) ( - 1 H - 6 ) , 
(b) ( - l ) - ( - 7 ) . 
(c) ( - l ) - ( - 6 ) a m / ( - 8 r ) , 
(d) ( ^ l ) - ( ^ 6 ) and ( - 8 c ) , 
(e) ( - l ) - ( - 6 ) « n t / ( - 8 ) . 
satisfies 
then — satisfies 
P R O O F . Let — be a partial meet contract ion function over A determined by y. 
(a) It is proved in [1, Observat ion 2.5] that — satisfies ( - 1 ) - ( - 6 ) . It is easy to 
verify that ( — 7) and ( - 8 ) , and thus also ( — 8r) and ( — 8c), are satisfied whenever 
one of the l imi t ing cases x $ A — Cn{0) or y $ A — Cn(0) holds. In the rest of 
this proof, we always presume the pr inc ipa l case x, y e A — Cn(0). 
(b) N o w let 7 satisfy (I"), i.e., let y(A 1 (x A y)) c y(A 1 x)vy(A 1 y). Hence, 
f](y(A 1 .x)) n f](y(A 1 y)) = f](y(A 1 x) u y(A 1 y)) c f]y(A 1 (x A y)), i.e., 
A — x n A - )' £ X — (x A y). Tha t is, — satisfies (— 7). 
(c) N o w let y be complete and satisfy (II"). Let z e A — (x A y) = P | ' ( ^ ( x A 
So by (II"), z e f)(y(A 1 x) ny(A ± y)). N o w suppose for reductio that z ^ 
Cn(A - x u / 1 - y). Then there is an M e A 1 z such that (P)y(/4 1 x)) u 
(f]y(A 1 y)) ^ M . Since y is complete, we get M e y(A 1 x) and M e y(/4 1 y), 
s o M e 7(/4 1 x) n 7(/4 _L y). But z £ M , so z £ P)(7(^ 1 x) n >'(/! 1 y)) which gives 
us a contradict ion. So - satisfies ( —8r). 
(d) N o w let y satisfy (III"). Since the antecedents of (III") and ( - 8 c ) are iden-
tical and y(A 1 x) c y(A 1 (x A y)) entails f]y(A 1 (x A y)) c p | y ( 4 1 x ) , it is 
obvious that — satisfies ( —8c). 
(e) N o w let y satisfy ( I V " ) . B y exactly the same argument as in (d), — satisfies 
( - 8 ) . • 
G i v e n a contract ion function — over A, we can derive from it a selection func-
t ion y^ for A. The idea is that an element of A _L x is a best element of A 1 x if it 
includes everything which is included in the contrac t ion of A wi th respect to x. So 
we define y^{A 1 x) as {M e A 1 x : A — x ^ M } , for every x e A — Cn{0). In-
stead of 7^ we shall also write ¥ { —). 
L E M M A 8. Let A be a theory. If — is a contraction function over A satisfying 
'(a) (-1) - ( - 6 ) , 
(b) ( - T - ( - 7 ) , 
(c) ( - 1 ) - ( - 6 ) and ( - 8 r ) , 
(d) ( - U - ( - 6 ) and ( -8c), 
,(e) ( - D - ( - 6 ) and ( - 8 ) , 
then 
^ ( -
is a partial meet contraction function determined by the selection function 
i.e., <g(Sf{^)), and </() is complete 
and satisfies 
(a) -
(b) (I"), 
(c) (II"), 
(d) (III"), 
(e) ( I V " ) . 
P R O O F . Let - satisfy ( - l ) - ( - 6 ) . 
(a) It is proved in [1, Observa t ion 2.5], that — ) is a selection function for A 
and that - is determined by Sf(-). W e add the check for well-definedness. In the 
pr incipal case x , y e A — Cn{0), A 1 x = A 1 y entails that Cn(x) = Cn(y)\ for if 
it were the case that x \f y, say, then there w o u l d be an element i n A 1 y containing 
x, contrary to A 1 x = A 1 y. But from Cn{x) = Cn(y) and (— 6) it follows by the 
definition of • / ' ( - ) that y(A 1 x) = y(A 1 y), as desired. By construction, -'/'( — ) is 
complete for every cont rac t ion function —. It remains to prove the various addi-
t ional properties of • c / ' ( - ) . 
(b) Let - in addi t ion satisfy ( - 7 ) , and let M e y^(A 1 (x A y)). W e want to 
show that M e y4A 1 x) u y4A 1 y). By M e y^A 1 (x A y)), A - (x A y) c M , 
so by ( —7), ^ — xn A — y ^ M . N o w suppose for reductio that M $ y^(A 1 x) u 
y4 / l 1 y), i.e., neither A - x ^ M nor /I - y c M . Take z e {A - x) - M and 
z e(A — y) — M . By z , z ' e /I, z , z ' M , and the primcness of all elements of VA, 
z v z' i M. But on the other hand, since z v z ' e A — x n A - y ^ M , we get 
z v z ' e M , so we have a contradic t ion . So y ( —) satisfies (I"). 
(c) N o w let - satisfy l ) - ( - 6 ) and ( - 8 r ) , and let Mey^(A ± x ) r v / . ( / l 1 y). 
W e want to show that M e y^(/l J_ (x A y)). But as our hypothesis means that 
A — x u A — y ^ M and M is a theory, we have Cn(A — x u A - y) ^ M . so by 
( - 8 r ) /4 (x A v) ^ M , so M e y^{A 1 (x A y)). So satisfies (II"). 
(d) N o w let ^ satisfy l ) - ( - - 6 ) and ( - 8 c ) , and let ye f]yJA 1 (x A y)) = 
A - (x A y) and M e y^(,4 1 x). The latter condi t ion means that A - x c M , so 
by ( - 8 c ) /I — (x A y) c M , so M e y^(/4 1 (x A y)), as desired. So - c / ( - ) satisfies 
(III"). 
(e) N o w let — satisfy ( — l ) - ( —6) and ( - 8 ) . By exactly the same argument as 
the last one, Sf(-) satisfies ( IV" ) . • 
§5. Representation theorems for contraction functions. W e get four representa-
t ion theorems for part ial meet contrac t ion as a result of conjoining previously 
established lemmas. O u r Theorems 1 and 4 are proven in [1] although our con-
struction for ob ta in ing the latter appears to be quite different from the one used 
there. Theorems 2 and 3 are new; the "completeness" half of the former is generally 
va l id , the remainder of the new results ho ld only under various addit ional cond i -
tions. A l l these condi t ions are satisfied if A is finite. It should be noted that our 
proofs of the completeness halves use one and the same method in that they all 
work with Samuelson revealed preferences. 
T H E O R E M 1. A contraction function — over A satisfies (— l ) - ( — 6) //' and only if 
it is a partial meet contraction function. 
P R O O F . See L e m m a 7(a) and 8(a) above, according to which in the cases ind i -
cated (6\y) satisfies ( — l ) - ( —6) and — ) is a selection function for A such that 
= - (Theorem 1 is Observa t ion 2.5 of [1].) • 
It is clear from L e m m a 8 that in the proof of the completeness half of Theo-
rem 1 the determining selection function is chosen complete, but we do not think 
it is necessary to state this in the theorem. The same comment applies to the fol-
lowing three representation theorems. 
T H E O R E M 2. Every relational partial meet contraction function — over A satisfies 
(— l ) - ( — 7), and if — is determined by a selection function that is both relational 
and complete (equivalent}}', A-elementary), then it satisfies ( —8r). Conversely, every 
contraction function — over A satisfying (— !)-( —7) and ( — 8r) is a relational par-
tial meet contraction function. 
P R O O F . F o r the first part, let — be a partial meet contract ion function deter-
mined by a preference relation <. By L e m m a 1(a), / / ' (<) satisfies (I) and (II). Since 
Al is subtractive, it also satisfies (!') and (II"), by L e m m a 2(a), and also (I") and 
(II"), by reformulat ion. So by L e m m a 7(b), %(&(<) ) satisfies ( - l ) - ( - 7 ) , and by 
L e m m a 7(c), it satisfies ( — 8r), if -9\<) is complete, i.e., A -elementary. 
F o r the converse, let — satisfy ( — !)-( —7) and ( — 8r). B y L e m m a 8(b) and (c), 
%(.9'(-)) = - and — ) satisfies (I") and (II"), and also (F) and (IF) , by reformu-
lat ion. Since AL is subtractive, Sf(-) satisfies (I), by L e m m a 4(a). Since Al. is 
also finitely additive and compact, ,9\ —) is relat ional wi th respect to ??(ff{ —)), 
by L e m m a 4(b). Tha t is, / / ( - ) = </>[.#(</(-))). Hence, - - <6(<f -)))), i.e., 
— is relat ional wi th respect to J?(ff( — )). • 
The completeness of y is necessary in the "soundness" part of Theorem 2. The 
possible failure wi thout completeness is due to the fact that for sets W and W " 
of max imal ly consistent sets of proposit ions, it does not necessarily ho ld that 
f]{W n W " ) <= Cn((]W u P | w " ) -
T H E O R E M 3. Every relational partial meet contraction function — over A deter-
mined by a smooth and negatively transitive preference relation satisfies ( — l ) - ( —7) 
and ( — 8c). In partial converse, every contraction function — over A satisfying (— 1) -
( — 7), ( —8r), and ( — 8c) is a relational partial meet contraction function, and if Al 
is \23-covering, then the determining preference relation can be chosen negatively 
transitive. 
P R O O F . F o r the first part, let — be a partial meet cont rac t ion function deter-
mined by a smooth and negatively transitive preference relat ion < . W e show in 
the same way as i n the proof of Theorem 2 that •9?(<) satisfies (T) and ( IF) , and 
we know from L e m m a 3(b) and L e m m a 4(c) that it satisfies (III) and (III'). So by 
L e m m a 7(b) and (d), %(<f(<)) satisfies ( ^ l ) - ( ^ 7) and ( ^ 8 c ) . 
F o r the converse, let — satisfy (— l ) - ( —7), ( —8r), and ( — 8c). A s in the p roof 
of Theorem 2, we get that — is relational with respect to ^/>fc/( —)). Moreove r , by 
L e m m a 8(b), 9\ —) satisfies (F), and by L e m m a 8(d), / / ( —) satisfies ( I I I ) and also 
\ (III), by L e m m a 4(c). Hence, if Al is 123-covering, then 3P(f/\ —)) is negatively 
transitive, by L e m m a 2(b). • 
T H E O R E M 4. A contraction function — over A satisfies ( — l ) - ( —6), ( — 7), and 
( — 8) if and only if it is a transitively relational partial meet contraction function. 
P R O O F . This is Observat ion 4.4 of [1] , but we shall sketch our p roof which is 
quite different from the construction offered there. 
F o r the first part of the theorem, let — be a part ial meet cont rac t ion function 
determined by a transitive preference relation <. W e show in the same way as 
in the proof of Theorem 2 that S/(<) satisfies (F) and ( IF) , and we k n o w from 
L e m m a 3(c) and L e m m a 4(d) that it satisfies ( IV) and ( I V ) . So by L e m m a 7(b), 
# ( ^ ( <)) satisfies ( - 1 ) - ( - 7), and by L e m m a 7(e), it satisfies ( ^ 8). 
F o r the converse, let — satisfy (—!)-( —7) and ( — 8). As in the p roof of 
Theorem 2, we get that — is relational with respect to J ? ( c / \ —)). Moreove r , by 
L e m m a 8(e), Sf( — ) satisfies ( I V ) and also (IV), by L e m m a 4(d). Since Al is finitely 
additive, &(Sf( —)) is transitive, by L e m m a 2(c). • 
C O R O L L A R Y 2. Let A be a logically finite theory. 
Then — is a 
relational, 
n eg a t i ve ly trans it i ve ly re lationai 
transitive!y relational, 
partial meet contraction function iff it satisfies 
( - 1 H - 6 ) , 
( - M ) - ( - 7 W ( - 8 r ) , 
V l ) - ( - 7 ) , ( ^ 8 r ) , a n d ( - 8 c ) , ' 
( - l ) - ( - 7 ) a W d ( - 8 ) . 
P R O O F . B y Theorems 1-4, because for finite theories A, y over Al is complete, 
every negatively transitive nonstrict preference relation < over A is smooth, and 
Al is 123-covering. • 
It is easy to locate the impact of the finiteness assumption. In the case of rela-
t ional par t ia l meet contract ions (Theorem 2), it is a constraint (completeness) 
imposed by model theory which has to be met in order to make the "soundness" 
direction work. In the case of negatively transitively relational partial meet con-
tractions (Theorem 3), it is a constraint imposed by the theory of rat ional choice 
(that y be 123-covering and smooth) which is satisfied without strains on intuitive 
plausibi l i ty only in the finite case. 
It should be noted that al though ( — 8) in the context of the other postulates i m -
plies (—8r) and ( — 8c), transitive relationality does not imply negatively transitive 
relationality. However , transitivity in compan ion with connectivity implies nega-
tive transitivity. A n d it is k n o w n from [1, §5] that a connectivity requirement on the 
underlying preference relation changes very little in the part ial meet mechanism. 7 
W e conclude this section wi th a direct representation of the Samuelson pref-
erences over UA revealed by contract ion behavior. Let < = ^(<9?( —)). Then in 
the general case, M < M' iff there is an x such that A — x<^M' and M e A 1 x, or 
there is no x such that A — x ^ M . W e recall, for contrast, the construction used 
in the proof of [1, Observat ion 4.4]. There M < M' is defined to hold between sets 
M and M' from UA iff for al l x such that A - x ^ M and M' e A 1 x, it holds that 
/ 4 - x c M\ and there is an x e A such that A — x ^ M ' . 8 Evidently, this defini-
t ion is quite different from the one we used, and it is doubtful whether it is suitable 
for any case but the strongest one which is treated in Theorem 4. It is interesting, 
however, that A G M employ our construct ion in their p roof of Observat ion 4.10 
of [1], In the finite case, it is not difficult to find out that according to our definition, 
M < M' iff A — m A m' £ M ' , or equivalently (!), iff m' $ A — m A m'. 
§6 . The logic of prioritized base contractions in the finite case. In this section we 
present the concept of pr ior i t ized base contract ion as studied in particular by Nebel 
[18], [19]. O n the face of it, these belief change operations are entirely different 
from the partial meet contractions discussed so far. As Nebel has shown, however, 
very close connections can be established between the two approaches. We shall 
further elaborate this theme and determine the logic of pr ior i t ized base contrac-
"In order to reconcile this with your intuitions, cf. footnote 1. 
8 This simplified rephrasing of the A G M construction makes use of the fact that for all M e UA and 
contraction functions — satisfying the A G M postulates, A — x ^ M implies M e A 1 x. 
tions in terms of the above-mentioned postulates by applying one of our central 
representation theorems. 
Let B be a finite set of proposi t ions. B is called a (simple) belief base for the 
theory A if Cn(B) = A. B is called prioritized if there is a weak ordering, i.e., a tran-
sitive and connected relation ^ over B (NebeFs [18], [19] "epistemic relevance"). 
The relat ion - = ^ n ^ 1 partit ions B into finitely many equivalence classes 
B{, Bn, W e label the classes in such a way that x( ~< Ay for x, e B{ and x,- e Bf 
with / < j. Genera l iz ing slightly, we say that a prioritized belief base for A is a finite 
sequence (B{ ,B f l >, or <£,•> for short, of finite sets of proposit ions such that 
Oi((Jfl,-) = A. Simple belief bases are now special cases of priori t ized belief bases 
with n — 1. We do not require that the B-s are disjoint or mutual ly consistent. In-
tuitively, the proposit ions in B„ are the most important (most relevant, most valu-
able, most certain, etc.) pieces of information, and the proposit ions in B{ are the 
least important . One can think of the complement of (J# 4 as the set B0 of 
proposit ions for which there is no independent evidence. A l though the finiteness 
of B = ( J B , does not ensure that the generated theory A is logically finite, our cen-
tral result in this section, Theorem 7, wi l l be restricted to this case. 
Pr ior i t ized base contractions are contractions of theories A presented in the 
form of (generated by, associated with) a fixed priori t ized belief base <£,•>. The 
basic idea is to minimize the loss of proposit ions at every level of "pr ior i ty" . 
F o r every i e let B>, be the set of all elements of B = [jB{ with a 
priori ty of at least /, i.e., B>, = ( J { ^ / : J — Furthermore, let C, = C n B{ and 
C>, = C n £> , for any set of proposit ions C. Then, in the context of this section, 
C is a preferred x-disearding subset of B if C c B and for every /, C>, is an inclusion 
maximal subset of B>, subject to the condi t ion that A is not implied. 
T w o kinds of information are used in priori t ized base contract ion: the syntactical 
information encoded in the structure of the proposit ions in S, and the weighting of 
these proposit ions expressed by ^ . If the belief base is simple, i.e., if n = 1, then 
we only exploit syntactical information. Pr ior i t ized base contractions and revisions 
are studied in an infinitistic framework by Nebel [18], [ 19 ] . 9 He shows that 
priorit ized base revisions can be represented by partial meet theory revisions. Then 
he proves that a certain variant of simple base contract ion satisfies (— l ) - ( - 7 ) but 
not ( — 8), and a corresponding result for pr ior i t ized base revisions. However , 
Nebel leaves open the question which logic is characterized by priori t ized base 
contractions. Bu i ld ing on Theorem 3 and its corol lary, we shall answer this ques-
t ion for the finite case. O u r concern wi l l be the slightly more complicated case of 
priori t ized base contractions, and we try to make our proof more transparent by 
introducing the concept of a base-oriented selection function. 
N o w consider the fol lowing strict preference relations between arbitrary sets of 
propositions. F o r every i e { ! , . . . , «} and any two sets C and C , we write C -<-<,• C 
9Nebel's treatment of the fully general infinite case in [19] is not quite correct. Slips have crept into 
his claim that his C {1 <j) is nonempty, into his definition (9) of « , and into the proof of Proposition 8. 
As Nebel (personal communication) has suggested, they can be remedied by imposing a condition of 
converse well-foundedness on ~<. 
if and only if C, c C\ and C} ^ C) for every j > i. W e write C « C " if there is an 
/ such that C « ( C. The relation - « is to reflect the fact that intuitively a set C is 
better than another set C just in case it contains more important beliefs than C. 
In particular, • « satisfies a version of Hansson's [9] m a x i m i z i n g property, because 
C n B c C n B implies C -<-< C It is immediately verified that C is a preferred 
x-discarding subset of B if and only if it is a m a x i m a l element in B 1 x under 
« . (Recall that B 1 x is the set {N c B\ x $ Cn(N) and x e Cn(D) for all D with 
N cz B}.) 
F o l l o w i n g Nebel , we let « be the converse complement of i.e., C « C iff 
not C -<-< C. We denote this preference relation over arbi t rary sets of proposit ions 
by <#,•». Clear ly , since - « is irreflexive, asymmetric, conversely well-founded, 
and transitive, ^ ( < B f » is reflexive, connected, negatively well-founded, and nega-
tively transitive. But .^((Z^)) is not transitive, not even in the special case of simple 
belief bases (n = 1) where « coincides with 7$. 
As before, a selection function 7 = . 9 \ « ) can be defined by stringent max imi -
zation. But this time 7 is a selection function for the base B as well as for the theory 
A, and its doma in may in fact be construed as the class of al l nonempty sets of 
sets proposi t ions in L , that is 2 2 ' ' — |0). In the fo l lowing , it is understood 
that y(B 1 x) = {N e B 1 x : N' <<N for all N' e B 1 x} , while y(A 1 x) = 
{M e A 1 x: M ' « M for all M ' e A 1 x j . Ei ther way, 7 is a selection function 
in the sense of subsection 2.1. 
Let <£,•> be a priori t ized belief base for A, and let 7 = y(.^>(<^/>)) be the selec-
tion function over Al determined by <#,>. A straightforward idea to get p r io r i -
tized base contractions is the fol lowing: 
In the special case of simple belief bases (n = 1) we have y(B 1 x) = B 1 x, so 
this definition boils down to the full meet (~){B 1 x j . 
Cont rac t ion functions obtained in this way satisfy most but not all of the postu-
lates we would want them to satisfy. 
T H E O R E M 5. / / — is a prioritized base contraction function as determined by the 
above definition, then it satisfies ( — 1)-(— 4), (— 6), (— 7), and ( — 8c). However, even 
if the base is simple, — will in general fail to satisfy ( — 5) and ( — 8r). 
P R O O F . It is obvious that - satisfies (— l ) - ( — 4) and ( - 6 ) . 
F o r ( - 7 ) , assume that N h z for every N ey(B 1 x)uy(B 1 y). We need to show 
that N ' h : for every N' e y(B 1 (x A y)). Let N' e y(B 1 (x A y)) c B 1 (x A y). 
First, we note that every clement of B 1 (x A y) is either in B 1 x or in B 1 y. W i t h -
out loss of generality, assume that AT e B 1 x. We are ready if we can show that N" 
is in y{B 1 x). Suppose it is not. Then there is an N{ e B 1 x such that N" « N{. 
Nx must not be in B 1 (x A y), since N' is in y(B 1 (x A y)). Because Nx e B 1 x — 
B 1 (x A y), we get that there is a proper superset N2 of N{ such that N2 e B 1 y. 
Since N{ e B 1 x, N2 H x. Since every proper superset of N2 satisfies both x and \\ 
N2 is in B 1 (x A y). By the max imiz ing property, we have /V, « N2. By the tran-
sitivity of « , we get AT « N2. This , however, contradicts N' e y(B 1 (x A y)) 
and N2 e B 1 (x A y). Therefore, our supposi t ion must have been false. 
A for every x $ A and every x e Cn(0). 
f]{Cn(N): N e y{B 1 x)j for every xe A - Cn(0), 
F o r ( - 8c), assume that, first, N \- y and, second, N h z for every N e y(B 1 (x A y)). 
We need to show that N'h z for every N' ey{B ± x). Let A/ ' e y ( £ 1 A ) , and sup-
pose for reductio that N' If z. If A/" is in B 1 ( A A y) then there must be, by the 
second assumption, an /V, in £ ± (A A y) such that N' « Nx. In fact, Nx can be 
chosen from y(B 1 (x A y)), by the transitivity and converse well-foundedness of 
- « B y the first assumption, Nx e B 1 x. But this contradicts N ' « Af, and 
N' e y{B 1 x). Hence, N' cannot be in B 1 ( A A y). But because N' rf x A y, there 
must be a proper superset N2 of N' in B 1 (x A y). W e know that N2 I - x, by N' e 
B 1 x. B y the first assumption then, N2 cannot be in y(B 1 (x A y)). By the transi-
tivity and converse well-foundedness of - « , there must be an N 3 in y(B 1 (x A y)) 
such that N2 « Af 3 . B y our first assumption, A/ 3 is in B 1 x. By the maximiz ing 
property, we have AT « N2 « N 3 , so by transitivity AT « N 3 . This , however, 
contradicts N' e y(B 1 x) and N 3 e B l x. Therefore, our supposit ion must have 
been false. 
The failure of ( - 5 ) is obvious. Cons ider for instance B = {p A q), for which 
A = Cn(p A q) £ Cn((A - p)u{p}) = Cn(p). 
The failure of ( - 8r) is not so easy to see. The simplest examples involve three 
atoms p, q, r and look somewhat like the fol lowing. Let B consist of the fol lowing 
four proposi t ions: 
(p A q) v (p A r) v (q A r), r -+(p q\ 
q A (p r), p A K. 
Clear ly , /4 = Cn(B) = C « ( p A ^ A r). Note that g A (p <-+ r) implies r-*(p <-+ q) and 
that pAr implies (p A q) v (p A r) v (q A r). (p A ^ / ) v (p A r) v (q A r) and r-^(p^q) 
taken together imply p A q. This gives us 
B l p = {{{p A 4 ) v (p A r) v (<y A r)j, jr (p 4 ) , 4 A (p r)}} 
and 
B 1 q = {{r-+(p~ q)]h |(p A /^) v (p A r) v ( 4 A r), p A r}}. 
Therefore, the above account yields A - p = 0?(<:/ v (p A r)) and /I - q = 
Cn(—1(—ip A q A r)), so Cn(/1 - puA — q) = Cn((p A r) v (q A —ir)). O n the other 
hand, 
B 1 (p A q) = {{p A 4 ) v (p A r) v (q A r), p A r j , {r (p ^ q\ q A (p <- r)}}, 
yielding A - p A q = Cn((p A r) v (—ip A ( / A —ir)). A t last we realize that the 
union of A — p and A — q does not imply (p A r) v (—ip A q A —ir), because the 
former but not the latter is compatible with p A q A -nr. • 
In so far as one considers the postulates (— 5) and ( - 8r) to be plausible principles 
of theory change—which in fact we d o — T h e o r e m 5 shows that the above defini-
t ion is defective. F o r this reason we introduce a slightly more sophisticated concept, 
and our official definition reads as follows. Let a again be a representative of A. 
The prioritized base contraction — over a logical ly finite theory A determined 
by <B,-> is then given by 
f f]{Cn(N u [x -></}): N e y(B 1 x ) J 1 0 for every .\- e A - Cn(0), 
A ~ x = \ 
[A for every x £ A and x e Cn(0). 
The singleton { x - » a } is inserted in order to make sure that the recovery postu-
late ( - 5) is satisfied. This trick is used by Nebel [18 ] . 1 1 We shall see that this modi -
fication also solves our problem with ( —8r). A s a first indication of this, note that 
the official definition cures our above counterexample to ( - 8 r ) by strengthening 
A - x to Cn(y A ( X -+ z)) and A - y to Cn(y -+ (x A -)), so that 
Cn(A — x u A — y) = Cn(x A y A Z). 
Since this has been the full theory A, ( —8r) is clearly satisfied. 
We denote the priori t ized base contract ion over A determined by the priori t ized 
belief base <B f> by ^(<B (>). A contract ion function — over A is a simple (or priori-
tized) base contraction function if there is a simple belief base B (a priori t ized belief 
base <£, -» for A such that — = (6(B) (respectively, - = # (<# , •» ) . In conformity 
with the terminology of [1], simple base contractions could also be named full meet 
base contractions. 
L E M M A 9. Let B = \jBh A = Cn(B\ M e / 1 1 x, and let y = .</(.^(<B t-»). Then 
M e y(A 1 x) iff N ^ M for some N e y(B 1 x). 
Let us call selection functions which harmonize choices in Al with choices in 
Bl in the way exhibited in L e m m a 9 base-oriented. The following result shows 
that the selection function 7 induced by a priori t ized belief base leads to the same 
result when applied directly to belief bases as when applied to the generated theory. 
Pr ior i t ized base contract ion thus reduces to a special k ind of partial meet theory 
contraction. A proof of almost the same fact has already been given by Nebel ([18, 
Theorem 14] and [19, Theorem 7]). O u r proof is somewhat more general in that 
it only turns on the fact that 7 is base-oriented. N o t h i n g hinges on the particular 
definition of « . 
T H E O R E M 6. Let <£,•> be a prioritized belief base for a logically finite theory A, 
and let 7 = .9%^((#,>))• Then '<£(<£,.» = %(y). 
P R O O F . F o r the principal case x e A - Cn(0), we have to show that 
f]{Cn(N u {x -+ a}): N e y(B 1 x)} = f]y(A 1 x). 
By L e m m a 9, we know that 7 is base-oriented. 
" L H S c R H S " : Let / V u J x - ^ a J h y for every N e y(B 1 x), and let Mey(A 1 x). 
Since 7 is base-oriented, there is an /V e y{B 1 x) such that N c= M . So M u 
{x a} h y. But also, by the fullness of the elements in A 1 x, x -> a e M (see 
subsection 3.1). So M h y, as desired. 
" R H S c L H S " : Assume that there is an N e y(B 1 x) such that N u ]x -»• a} \f y. 
Hence, by the deduction theorem and supraclassicality. N u {y->a} M- x. Thus, 
there is an M e A 1 x such that N u jy -> a} ^ M. Since N c M and 7 is base-
oriented, M E y(A 1 x). Since y -» a e a h x and M fr .v, we have y ^ M . So 
y ^ P)y(/4 1 x), as desired. • 
1 0 O r equivalently, Cn((f]\Cn{N): N e y{B 1 x)\)v \x a)) = Cn[A - x u ;.v - a)) where A - x 
follows the first definition. 
1 1 Nebel's later paper by [19] deals with revisions where this problem does not arise. In fact, if revi-
sions are construed as being generated by the so-called Levi-identity A * x = Cn[[A — -1.*) u ] .v|). then 
the modification made in our official definition does not have any effect on revisions. 
We are now going to construct, for an arbitrary given preference relation < over 
a logically finite theory A, an equivalent simple belief base B for A. This base wi l l 
be denoted 38(<). F o r M e UA, let M be the set {Mf e UA: M' £ M} u { M } of 
j elements in UA wh ich are not covered by M , together with M itself Let m be an 
: abbreviat ion for the disjunction \J{m': M' e M ] , with each m being a represen-
• tative of the respective M ' . Then B = JS{<)\s defined as the set {m: M e UA}. Since 
A is finite modu lo Cn, everything else is. This construction and the proof idea for 
the direct ion "(iii)=>(i)" in Theorem 7 is adapted from Lewis [15] . 
L E M M A 10. Let A be a logically finite theory, and let < be a reflexive and nega-
tively transitive preference relation over UA. Then #(M(<)) = <. 
P R O O F . A S a preparatory consideration, let us consider what is contained in a 
set M n B, when M e UA and B = M( <) for a given <. B y definition, M = Cn(m). 
N o w any proposi t ion from B is of the form m*" for some M * e UA or, more ex-
plici t ly, of the form \f{m^. M * * e UA, and M * * £ M * or M * * ^ M * } . W e 
k n o w that a p ropos i t ion m* from B is in M if and only if m h m*, i.e., m h 
\ / { m * * : M * * e UA, and M * * ^ M * or M * * = M * } . By L e m m a 6(iii), this ob-
tains just in case M j£ M * or M = M * . 
N o w let < * = .^(«#( <)). W e want to show that M <* M' iff M < M'. By defini-
t ion, M <* M ' if and only if either Mr\B^M'r\BorM'nB<£ M r\B. A p p l y i n g 
our preparatory consideration, this means that either 
(i) F o r every M * e UA, if M ^ M * or M = M * , then M ' ^ M * or M ' = M * , 
or 
\ (ii) There is an M * e such that M' £ M * or M' = M * , and M < M * and 
• M ^ M * . 
We need to show that this is equivalent wi th M < M'. That the latter implies (i) 
| or (ii) is clear: If M = M', then (i), and if M ^ M\ then (ii) is immediate by put t ing 
' M * - M'. 
F o r the converse, suppose that M £ M ' . We verify that this is incompat ible wi th 
each of (i) and (ii). F r o m (i), we get by putting M * = M that M ' ^ M o r M ' = M. 
In the former case we get from M £ M' and negative transitivity that M M, con-
tradicting the reflexivity of <. The latter case does not fare better; it contradicts 
M ^ M' as well . F r o m (ii), we get that M' ^ M * or NT = M * for some M * . In the 
former case, M £ M' and negative transitivity wou ld give us M ^ M * , contradict-
ing (ii). In the latter case, M ^ M ' wou ld equally well yield M ^ M * , again con-
tradicting (ii). • 
T H E O R E M 7. Let — be a contraction function over a logically finite theory A. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) — is a simple base contraction function; 
(ii) — is a prioritized base contraction function; 
(iii) ^ satisfies (^\)-(-^7),(^8r), and(^Sc). 
P R O O F . That (i) entails (ii) is t r ivial . 
T o show that (ii) entails (iii), observe that by Theorem 6, ^ « B l » - ^ ( y ? ( ^ « B f » ) ) 
and that is reflexive and negatively transitive. So by C o r o l l a r y 2, ^ ( < £ t » 
satisfies ( ^ 1.)-(^ 1), ( ^ 8r), and ( ^ 8c). 
T o show that (iii) entails (i), we conclude from (iii) with the help of C o r o l l a r y 2 
that there is a negatively transitive preference relation < such that — = (€(9?{<)). 
W e know from L e m m a 10 that the latter is identical wi th ^($?(&{£&{<)))). So there 
is a simple belief base B, namely B = « # ( < ) , such that - = c6(<f{3?(B))). By Theo-
rem 6 then, = r6{B). • 
Theorem 7 tells us that for every priori t ized belief base <£,•> for A there is a 
simple belief base B for A such that (€{B) = In the finite case, every pr i -
or i t iza t ion can be encoded syntactical ly. Does this mean that p r io r i t i za t ion is 
superfluous? In answering this question we first have to emphasize that our gen-
eration of B from <B t> took a rather roundabout route: B = ^ ( - ^ K £,-»). A n in -
teresting problem now is whether a more perspicuous construction of B from <B t> 
is possible. This question, too, is put in informal terms, and as such it permits no 
absolutely precise answer. St i l l we think that the answer must be no. Even for 
the most straightforward pr ior i t ized belief bases <£,> the generated simple base 
B = ^ ( . ^ ( < B , » ) becomes grossly unintuitive, and there is no prospect of finding 
different solutions to the problem. Consider for example the base conta in ing p and 
p q wi th the alternative priori t izat ions <{p {p}> and <{p}, {p -> q}}. In the 
former case, B = {p A g,p,p v q,q-+p}, while in the latter case, B' = {q,p <-> q] 
wil l lead to exactly the same results as the pr ior i t ized belief base. But in neither case 
is there anything like a transparent relation to the original base <£,•>. It appears 
that pr ior i t izat ion is useful, notwithstanding its formal dispensability in the finite 
case. 
Appendix: Relating theory change and nonmonotonic logic. In a recent paper, 
M a k i n s o n and Gardenfors [17] make considerable progress toward l i nk ing the 
areas of theory change and nonmonotonic reasoning. They close wi th the fol low-
ing problem which we quote in full: 
W e end wi th an impor tant open question. In their [1] , A l c h o u r r o n , 
Gardenfors , and M a k i n s o n established a representation theorem for 
theory revision operations * satisfying condit ions (*l)-(*8), in terms of 
"transitively relational partial meet revisions". The proof went via a rep-
resentation theorem for a contract ion function — satisfying certain con-
ditions (—l) - ( —8). O n the other hand, K r a u s , Lehmann, and M a g i d o r 
[12] have established a representation theorem for supraclassical, cumula-
tive and distributive nonmonoton ic inference relations h defined between 
individual propositions, in terms of classical stoppered preferential model 
structures. The former proof is relatively short and abstract; the latter 
seems more complex. A l so , the latter has not been generalized to a repre-
sentation theorem for supraclassical, cumulat ive and distributive infer-
ence operations C : 2L -+ 2 L [ . . . ] Does the representation theorem for 
theory change ho ld the key for a solut ion to this problem of extending the 
K r a u s / L e h m a n n / M a g i d o r representation theorem to the infinite case— 
despite the failure of consistency preservation for preferential mode l struc-
tures? O r do we have two essentially different representation problems? 
([17, pp. 203 -204 ] , notat ion adapted) 
This question does not have a simple answer. Three different points have to be 
taken into consideration. 
First , the approaches of A G M and K L M are not as distinct as M a k i n s o n and 
Gardenfors seemed to assume. A G M contract and revise by single proposi t ions, 
and s imilar ly K L M consider the nonmonotonic consequences of simple proposi-
tions. M a k i n s o n and Gardenfors 's equation y e A * x iff x h- y (iff y e C(x)) fully 
reflects this. A truly infinitistic stance toward both theory change and nonmono-
tonic logic is taken only by L inds t rom [16] . The question of whether the theory A 
is logical ly finite has no bearing on this issue. Here M a k i n s o n and Gardenfors saw 
a difference which simply does not exist. 
Secondly, M a k i n s o n and Gardenfors tacitly passed over the fact that in K L M 
there is no counterpart to (*8) or ( — 8). But this difference is indeed crucial , as is 
clear from a later paper of Lehmann and M a g i d o r [13]. As regards the preferential 
logics dealt with by K L M , no "relatively short and abstract" proof seems to be pos-
sible. Thus, it appears reasonable to construe M a k i n s o n and Gardenfors 's question 
as referring to the rational logics treated in [13]. 
But thirdly, Lehmann and M a g i d o f s rat ional logics still differ from A G M - s t y l e 
theory revisions in that they are not required to satisfy a condi t ion of consistency 
preservation which corresponds to postulate ( - 4 ) for contractions. In this respect, 
M a k i n s o n and Gardenfors show a keen sense of the intricacies of the situation. In 
unpublished notes, we have applied the techniques developed in this paper to the 
problem of provid ing rat ional logics wi th canonical models. We have found that 
it is possible to transfer our proof to the area of nonmonotonic logic, but that con-
sistency preservation wi th respect to the underlying monotonic logic Cn is, in fact, 
indispensable for a perfect matching. The reason is that the compactness property 
presupposed for Cn runs idle if there are any "inaccessible wor lds" (and this is just 
what a violat ion of consistency preservation amounts to). Since the results of our 
efforts bear considerable similari ty wi th the venerable presentation in Lewis [14] — 
except for the fact that the role of Lewis's extra-linguistic proposit ions (sets of "real" 
possible worlds) is played by the proposit ions of the object language—we had 
better refrain from expounding them here in more detail. 
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